Bus: 368
Route: P368E AM DESERT SAGE ES A
Anchor Name: DESERT SAGE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

7:36 am  PUEBLO WEST BUS GARAGE
7:42 am  S GREENWAY DR @ S PURCELL BLVD [NE]
7:44 am  E DAWNVIEW DR @ S TOLSTOI DR [NE]
7:47 am  S WOLCOTT DR @ S AGUILAR DR [E]
7:52 am  W LINDEN AVE @ S PAPAGO DR [NE]
7:55 am  DESERT SAGE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Comment: Check for SLEEPING Students
Bus: 368
Route: P368E DESERT SAGE ES
Anchor Name: DESERT SAGE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

9:55 am  DESERT SAGE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
10:00 am  DESERT SAGE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
10:07 am  S PAPAGO DR @ W LINDEN AVE [NW]
10:11 am  S AGUILAR DR @ S WOLCOTT DR [S]
10:15 am  S TOLSTOI DR @ E DAWNVIEW DR [NW]
10:17 am  S PURCELL BLVD @ S GREENWAY DR [NW]
10:24 am  PUEBLO WEST BUS GARAGE

Comment: Check for SLEEPING Students